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ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Cocoon Shelter recieves $20,000 grant

November 7, 2008
Volume 103. Issue 55

Off to help
those in need

By Michelle Bosserman

country receiving grants Inun
the foundation, which donated
,1 total ot more than VI million.

I he t ocoon Shelter, which pro
Nicies emergency care and slid
ler fur local victims (it domes
tic violence, received .1 $20,000
grant from the Mary Kay Ash
Charitable Foundation (MKACR

MKACF'smain purpose is to help
end violence against women.
Michelle Clossick, executive

•

I)' Eodmdn Tormor
director of Student
Health Services, has
resigned his position in
order to join the Peace
Corp | Page 5

to continue their mission,
I In' Bowling Green shelter
was one of ISO shelters across the

On a search
for spirits

director of the Cocoon Shelter,
has worked there since il opened
in spring 2005.
"Domestic violence is ihe
number one cause of murder
in Wood County" Clossick said.

ihe Foundation
chose us
because we have compelling
need in Wood i ounly and we
proxide 24-hour services with
four people on staff."
I he Cocoon Shelter provides
safe emergent \ sheltet 10 abused
women and theii families in
Wood County. I heii goal is lo
provide shelter, healing and jus
til etovictims,! lossicksaid. I he
name is a metaphor symboliz-

ing a victim's transformation to
independei e from abuse
\ccording to the National
Coalition Against
Domestic
Violence i\( \lA .
in the
1 limed Man- domestic Iio
lent c atlec is one in every foui
women, Die NCAD\ also states
over 2,000 domestic violence , it
tints receive assistance in Ohio
daily and ill pen cut ol murders
in Wood < onrit\ are linked lo

Pulse Reporter Alissa

domestic violent e.
Senioi I lien Newman and
Sophomore Bianca I In ks help
raise awareness about domes
ilence through philan
thropy Hi Una oroiii\ \lpha
Chi Omega, and supporting the
Silent Witness Program
Ihe
program's purpose is to
COCOON

A month for

O'Neill writes a
firsthand account of

eaning
up around
campus

what she encountered
on a real-life ghost
investigation | Page 8

He gives hope
to the people
Columnist Kyle
Schmidlin believes that
Obama's win is good

healthy lungs
By India Hunter

With Novembei comes colder
temperatures, the annual ohm
State vs. Michigan game and
I hanksgh ing. Hut Novembet
is also 1 ung t am et Awareness

for the nation, even if
it's just because he has

By Hannah Sparling

inspired people that

Reporter
Ryan Hath spends every Monday
Wednesday and Friday cleaning
the areas around Harshrnan and
Krei seller.
lust after he turned I Ryan was
diagnosed with Attention Deficit
Hyper-activity Disorder and mild lo
moderate mental retardation.
His disabilities make it hard lor
him to read, focus and make decisions 011 his own, said Ma dene Hath.
Ryan's mother and an administrative assistant at the University.
Ryan now 21, works with the
University's grounds crew. He is part

In this weeks "Travelin
the Globe." columnist
Alison Kemp describes
her upcoming trip to
Venice and her first
election overseas
| Page 4

Florida all
over again
The presidential
but a Senate seat
nesotais still
empty as that election
is subject to a recount
|Page 10

Off to Athens
with heads
held high
Falcon footbal takes
on Ohio University this
weekend with a new
fury thanks to their win
over Kent last weekend

I ung cancer is something
thai can touch anyone regard
less of race, ethnicity.age, where
you live or anything.
\im
Pearson a program manager for
the I ung 1 ancei Mli.un,- said
" this is .1 time for everyone to
become aw are ol lung, am el
rhe American Cancel sue iety
also predicts il will rein.on
the number one killer among
cancers. I|s Web site slates thai
2008 will end with an estimated
215,000 new cases ol lung can
cci diagnosed and ovei 160,00
related deaths.
This year, the Wellness
Connection won't be able
10 have any programming
loi I ung Cancel Awareness
Month, but in years past ihey
had numerous events foi the
month. I asi vcai s ac livities in
informing people about quit
ling was successful Amanda
I ym h. presideni ol the student
Wellness \ -tworksaid
"In the past we have h.ul ere
alive display tables with information about money saved by
mil smoking, the numhei ol
Ohioans killed In secondhand

CLEANING
■fl^

1

■

1

■
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awareness Web site,

of a group of about 14 people with
disabilities who clean the campus
even weekday. The group is split
into two crews whose members
rotate throughout the days of the
week.
Ryan got his job HI 1 lie University
through Wood 1.me Aduli Services
about two years ago. Ryan said he
loves it. ["here really isn't anything
lie doesn't like.
Others who work will 1 H\ an agree
their job isgreat.
"This is good.' said Nathaniel
Perez, 32, "I like this job. I love the
campus grounds."
One ol the reasons the job is so
well liked is the work isoutside,
"I have to get fresh air," Perez said.
The workersalso have tun because
ol the people they are winking with.
I irsi ul all. they have each other,

election may be (.

1

Month.
Former President Richard
Nixon declared war on lung
cancer 35 years ago sine e it
was the leading cause ol 1 ant ei
death at the time. And today it
Still is.
In fail, lung cancer is 1 Inleading cause ol c anccr death
in the United States among
every
ethnicity
according
to data from the lung 1 am ei

they m ittei | Page 4

A fine day to
see Venice

WHAT YOU RE RISKING

sUUNAIBafrflVltl'CTOS

smoke eat h yeai and even the
dangers ol smoking around
your pet, I ym h said,
Sophomore fhoma*
knows about the dine
lung cam er and said he
10 quit b\ Ihe end ol lh(
'I'm going in q . 1
I know 1 need ti
against my careei focus ol
healthcare," Cline said.
1 line said he mainly start
ed smoking due ti 1 stress and
wanied ,1 way to relax.
Tvi quil Inline going ihe
, old turkey method bui ii didn'l
- 1 line said.
\ resource foi people warn
ing in e|iiit smoking is
bei omeanex.org, 1 1
I Ins Web site is an online com
munity foi people warning to
end then smoking addiction.
Hut smokers are not thi
ones ,11 risk foi lung cam ei
SMOKING

Obama appoints chief of staff,
gives insight as to future picks
By Liz Sidoti and Nodr.i Pickler

needs to be sui 1 essful as he
siuiis from campaigning to

Who is your favorite
former president?
HASAN SARBAKHSHIAN

RELIGION:
I

Ahmadinejad congratulates
TANAI LYI.ES
Soplronwre. Middle
Childhood Education
"George Washington

Obama on presidential win

because he's the first...
By Nasser Karimi

and he's cool.'

■"

I Page 4
II.IIUAN.
President

TODAY
AM Showers
High: 65. Low: 39

TOMORROW
Rain Showers
High: 46. Low: 35

k

strengths and knows what he

Iran

Iranian
Mahinotid

Ahmadinejad yesterday con
gratulated Barack obama on
his election win
the first time
an Iranian leader has offered
such wishes to a U.S. presideni
eleel since the 1979 Islamic
Revolution.
AnanafystsaidAhmadinejad's
message was a gesture from Ihe
hard-line president thai he is
open in some sou ol reconciliation with the U.S.

Obama lias said he is willing
to hold direct diplomacy with
Iranian leaders as a way to break
the impasse between the two
countries 01 give the U.S. more
credibility to press for tougher
sanctions il talks tail. Mis policy marks a departure from the
Hush administration, which has
refused high-level engagements
with Iran.
Ahmadinejad congratulated
the Democrat on "attracting the
majority ol voters in the dec

CHIEF OF STAFF:
1

See IRAN I Page 2

President-elect Barack Obama chose Rahm
Emanual to ho His White House chiel

'.

CHICAGO
Barack obama
is signaling a shift in lac
tics and temperament as
he moves from candidate
lo president-elect, picking
sharp-elbowed Washington
insiders for top posts,
His choice yesterday foi
White House chief ol stall
Kahm Emanuel, a fiery pain
sanwho doesn't mind breaking
glass and hurting feelings
is
a significant departure from
the soft-spoken, low-key aides
thai No Drama Obama" has
surrounded himself with dui
ing his campaign. And transition chiel lohn Podesta, like
Emanuel, is a former top aide
to Hill Clinton and a lough
partisan infighter, though less
bombastic than Ihe new chiel
of staff.
The Selections are telling lor
Obama. who campaigned as a
nontraditional, almost "postpartisan" newcomer. People
close to him say the selections
show thai Obama is aware of
his weaknesses as well as his

governing
'No one I know is bellei
.11 gelling things done than
Kahm Emanuel," Obama said
in a statement announcing the
selection.
Obama,
who
survived
a long contest with Sen
Hillary Rodham Clinton foi
ihe Democratic presidential
nomination, also has made
11 clear he will rely heavily
on veterans ol hei husband's
eighi yeai administration, the
only Democratic president
in ihe pasi .'» years. Podesta
was Presideni Clinton's 1 luet
ol staff, and several othei
formei ( linton aides are on
Obama'sshori lists foi ke\ jobs,
Democratic officials say Some
ol them helped write a large
briefing Hook on how 10 govern, assembled undei Podcsta's
supervision.
Obama himsell brims with
sell confidence, to the point
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BLOTTER

CLEANING

WEDNESDAY. NOV. 5

From Page 1

4:31 P.M.
Victim reported an armed robbery
took place on South Mam Street.
A white male between 50-55 years
old with a fake goatee entered the
building wearing a white shirt, khaki
pants, a black stocking cap and sunglasses. Police believe the suspect
was working alone.

THURSDAY. NOV. 6
1:14 A.M.
Samuel Gonzales. 20. of
Northwood was cited for underage
drinking after he was seen stumbling
in Lot 4.
2:15 A.M.
Joseph Siegel. 20, of Bowling
Green, was arrested for underage
drinking and disorderly conduct
after he was observed standing on
a Prospect Street sidewalk urinating
beside a bush.
2:28 A.M.
Kyle Bonek. 21, of Bowling Green.
was ctted for criminal damage after
he punched one of the ticket windows at the Clazel Theater.
f\ ONLINE: Gotobgnewscomforlrie
"$ complete blotter list

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-572-6966.

COCOON
From Page 1
violent real-life stories in hopes
people will become aware of the
problem of domestic violence.
"I tamest ic violence isn't something that's brought up a lot,"
Newman said. "When people are
more aware of the problem, it
gives victims hope violence will
come to an end."
Members of Alpha Chi Omega
accept donations and sell bracelets for SI for the cause.
"Nobody expects their husband or spose to hurt them,"
Hicks said. "But the problem is
prevclant and people need to
realize that."
The proceeds and money collected to support the awareness
of domestic violence go to the
Cocoon Shelter.
The costs to run the Cocoon
Shelter include basic utilities and
advocacy costs, employee salaries and any emergency needs.
The security of the shelter has to
be high due to the severity of the
situations, Clossick said.
Clossick has helped over
6300 people since the shelter
opened.
"Clearly there's been a need,"
Clossick said. "The success of our
services comes with great opportunity and responsibility for us this is great timing fora financial
grant."
If you or someone you know is
in need of emergency assistance,
call the Cocoon Shelter at 419352-1545.

SMOKING
From Page 1

Perez said.
"Yeah, we're friends," he
said. "We're good friends."
lames Mercer, 41, agreed.
"It's nice," he said. "All my
buddies are out here."
There is also a leader, or
job coach, from Community
Employment Services for
each crew. )ennifer Cook
leads the crew that cleans the
areas around Harshman and
Kreischer, and Dawn Koos
leads the crew that cleans
around Offenhauer and
McDonald.
George Dutton, who works
on Koos' team said she is a
good leader.
"We like working on this
job," he said. "We like working
with Dawn."
Koos' crew was recently
given a room in Offenhauer to
use during the day. The other
crew has a room in Kreischer.
Koos said the group likes the
room because it gives them a
steady place where they can
eat and keep their lunches
in a refrigerator of their own.
Before they would have to find
a new space every day or eat in
the lobby.
"It 'snicebecauseit'sa locked
room," Koos said. "IBeforel we
just moved around from conference room to conference
room wherever we could find
a spot."
Aside from being outside
and working with friends,
another positive aspect of the
job is students often drop
money on the ground. And
when the crews clean, they
find it.
"It's a race to get to the parking lots that have the meters,"
Cook said.
Some of the workers are saving the money they make —
and find — for special items.

IRAN
From Page 1
tion," according to excerpts
carried by the official IRNA
news agency.
The Iranian leader also said
he hopes Obama will "use
the opportunity to serve the
(American) people and leave
a good name for history" during his term in office.
Iran and U.S. have no formal diplomatic relations
since 1979 and the hostage
drama when militant Iranian
students held 52 Americans
captive for 444 days.
Current U.S.-lranian relations remain tense, with
Washington accusing Iran
of trying to develop nuclear
weapons and of providing
support for Shiite militants
who are killing U.S. soldiers in
Iraq — charges Iran denies.
In
(erusalem,
Israeli
Foreign Minister Tzipi Livni,
a contender for prime minister in her country's elections,
warned against any dialogue
with Iran — a first sign of
Israeli disagreement with the

UAINABUZAS

two days a week near the Kreisher and Harshman residence halls and Doemer works one day.

Ryan is saving for a Nintendo
Wii, Mercer is saving for a
computer and Dutton is saving for an il'od and possibly
a car.
Others use their paychecks
for mure day-to-day purchases. Perez said he likes to go
shopping for groceries and
clothes at Meijer, his favorite
store.
The job does have some
negative aspects, lirst of all,
when it rains the two crews
have to work inside sweeping
or cleaning walls.
"If it rains, we don't really
like that because we'd rather
be outside," Dutton said.
The crews also work yearround, which can be difficult during the winter,
Dutton said.

"It gels too cold and our
hands start freezing," he said.
"We can feel the snow blowing
up our legs."
Snow makes it harder to
clean simply because the trash
is harder to see, Dutton said.
"In the winter when it snows
it's really hard to find the cigarette butts," he said. "The snow
is all white and the cigarettes
are white and you can't tell
which is which."
Ryan said the snow is not
all negative. There is one
positive side.
Then we throw snowballs
at lenny," he said with a smile.
Not only do the workers
enjoy being at the University,
but the University enjoys having them, too.
"We get a lot of compliments

from the people here," Dutton
said.
Cook said students often
thank the group when they
sec them and are more careful
about what they do with their
trash.
"People are more cautious
when we're here," she said.
Cook said working with the
University is a great opportunity for bot h of t he crews becau se
it gives them a chance they
might not have had before.
"It gives these guys the ability to work that they might not
have any other day," she said.
Mercer said the opportunity
to clean the campus is one he
would like to take advantage
offoralongtime.
"I'll keep my job forever,"
he said.

incoming U.S. administration.
"Dialogue at this time is
liable to broadcast weakness," cautioned I.ivni, who is
headofthegoverningKadima
Party. "I think early dialogue
at a time when it appears to
Iran that the world has given
up on sanctions could be
problematic."
Israeli officials describe
Iran as the biggest threat
to the lewish state's existence, citing Ahmadinejad's
frequent calls for Israel's
destruction and its development of long-range missiles
capable of striking the lewish
state.
Livni has repeatedly said
she hopes international
diplomacy prevails. But she
doesn't rule out force if U.N.
sanctions don't pressure Iran
to scale back its nuclear aims.
In lune, she said Iran "needs
to understand the military
threat exists and is not being
taken off the table."
Iran sees Obama's victory
as a triumph over the policies of President Bush, who
repeatedly clashed with

Iranian leaders while in office
over Iran's nuclear program
and its opposition to (he U.S.led military campaigns in
Afghanistan and Iraq.
Ahmadinejad's message
said that "nations of the
world" expect changes from
Obama — mostly that he will
change U.S. foreign policy.
That policy, Ahmadinejad
claimed, was "based on warmongering, occupation, bullying, deception and humiliation, as well as discrimination
and unfair relations" and has
led to "hatred of all nations
and majority of governments
toward the U.S. leaders."
Ahmadinejad also said
Obama is expected to replace
such a policy with "an
approach based on justice
and respect, as well as lack of
intervention in the affairs of
others."
Iranians will welcome
such changes, Ahmadinejad
added.
At the United Nations, the
Iranian mission released an
unofficial translation indicating Ahmadinejad relayed his
message in a letter to Obama.

CABINET
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Flu Shots will be offered by
the Student Health Service again this year
to BGSU students, faculty/staff, spouses,
alumni and retirees. In addition to being
offered at the Student Health Service
beginning October 14 they will be given at
the following locations throughout campus:

Conference tall 1:00-3:00pm

November 17

BGSU

a*

health service

WELLNESS CONNECTION

Mileti Alumni Center

Library

3:00 - 5:00 pm

Please have your University ID ready.

23

$

ME BG NEWS

GETTIK' IT DONE: Jacob West and Chns Doemer sweep up trash underneath the entrance to the Sundial on Thursday West works

payable by cash, check or BG1 Card.
In order to bill insurance you MUST bring a
photocopy of the FRONT and BACK of your
current insurance card.

From Page 1

Pearson said.
"The fact is 10 to 20 percent of
newly diagnosed cases are from
people who have never smoked,"
Pearson said.
She went on to explain that
there are three classes of people
doctors and researchers group
together when speaking of lung
cancer; smokers, non-smokers,
and never smokers.
Smokers are those people who
currently smoke whereas a nonsmoker is someone who smoked
in the past and currently doesn't
smoke. They are different from a
person who has never smoked in
their life.
Part of the need for awareness
comes from the fact that lung
cancer is harder to detect than
other cancers, Pearson said.
"With other forms of cancer
such as breast cancer there are
great screening tools, but there
are no screening tools for lung
cancer," Pearson said.
She also said in most cases
lung cancer is not caught early
because lack of warning signs,
"By the time lung cancer's
symptoms appear, the disease
is often in an advanced stage,"
Pearson said.
Symptoms to look for when
detecting long cancer include:
Persistent coughing, coughing
up blood, a persistent dull pain
in the chest, shortness of breath,
wheezing and repeated respiratory infections.
Even though most lung cancer cases are diagnosed in older
adults, Pearson said it is still
important for younger adults to
be more aware of lung cancer.
"We work with college campuses and try to make them more
aware of the risks and implications of smoking in a grassroots
way," Pearson said. "This is a
disease that can truly affect anyone."

"He can be a tough
partisan but also

that some people view him as
arrogant. But to a greater degree
than many presidents, he appears
willing to lean on Washington
insiders associated with other
politicians.
Still, he is also certain to bring to
the White I louse a cadre of longtime aides.
Emanuel accepted Obama's
offer with a gesture of bipartisanship, addressing part of his
statement to Republicans. "We
often disagree, but 1 respect their
motives," Emanuel said. "Now is a
time for unity, and, Mr. Presidentelect, I will do everything in my
power to help you stitch together
the frayed fabric of our politics,
and help summon Americans of
both parties to unite in common
purpose."
That would come as news to
some Republicans.
In contrast to Obama's collegial
style and that of his top campaign
advisers, Emanuel is known as
a foul-mouthed practitioner of
brass-knuckled (xilitics who relishes both conflict and publicity.
He once mailed a dead fish to a
political foe.
But he also earned a reputation
for pragmatic efficiency, whether
the goal was winning House elections for Democrats or working
withRepublicanstoenact Clinton's

understands the need
to work together"
Lmdsey Graham | Senator
centrist political agenda.
"Rahm knows Capitol Hill and
has great political skills," said Sen.
Lindsey Graham, R-S.C. "He can
bea tough partisan but also understands the need to work together."
House Republican leader John
Boehner of Ohio was less kind. I le
called his appointment an "ironic
choice fora president-elect who has
promised to change Washington,
make politics more civil and govern from the center."
Democrats say Obama is selfassured enough to acknowledge his limitations by the
appointments he makes.
"1 know what I'm good at. I
know what I'm not good at. I
know what I know, and I know
what I don't know," Obama
once told Pete Rouse as he
prepared to move up from
Illinois state senator to the U.S.
Senate.
Thus, when Obama was
elected to the Senate, he picked
Rouse, a press-averse former
top aide to Senate Majority
Leader Tom Daschle, to run his
Capitol Hill office.

Now Renting
For Fall 2009
Bentwood Estates
Columbia Court Apartments
Heinz Apartments Ltd.
Enterprise Square Apts.
East Merry Ave. Apartments
Frazee Avenue Apartments
Mercer Manor Apartments
Ridge Manor Apartments
Campbell Hill Apartments
...and many more apartments and houses

SIGN UP TODAY!
445 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH 43402

wwwjfecnliriarrentals.com

WWWBGNEWS.COM
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CHURCH
DIRECTORY
Rev. Dr. Michael Malanga
Senior Pastor

\

C Bowling Green

ovenant
Church

S£

Real I

Real People
1165 Haskins Road
email: office@bgcovenant.org

419.352.8483
www.bgcovenant.org

St. Aloysms
$- Catholic Church
t

We inviteyou to worship
udth us and look forward to
meetingyou soon!

We're on the corner ol Summit & Clough St.

(419)352-4195

WEEKEND MASSES
SAT: 5:30pm SUN: 8, 10, and 12 NOON

Looking for More?
Your Life.

MAKE YOURSELF
AT HOME

1ST. THOMAS

IXI'IORl YOUR I AITII

MORE

WHERE YOU'LL
Bl ONI Ol Till FAMILY

St. Mark's
Lutheran Church

YOUR
CATHOLIC
UNIVERSITY
PARISH

Saturdays - 5 pm
Sundays -10 am, 5* pm, 9 pm Candlelight Mass

Rev. Date Schaefer
Rev. Darrell Cousino
www.stmarkslutheranbg.org

'Followed by Free Spaghetti Dinntn

www.jltomj.com

4?S TWsh'n Aw.
419.352.7555

Across from McDonald dorm

35 Soulh College
Bowling Green

(419)353-9305

Traditional services held each
Sunday morning at 8:30 and 11 a.m.
Contemporary service at 11 a.m.
Casual service Saturdays at 5 p.m.

c

Bible Study

Who art we?
Mi

HI

i an ekartk ia Fia4lai

tait mb la eaaaatl lifa, fiila.
mi ralatiaaiklp. Wi ueHa k.
aaaatt ia*1 lataantic. We ma to
•ala tk-eaa> (Kit jaaiaay af I if.
with •iaiari raiajftrallua af •kire
tkai ara rtartl.) turn. >Va mil la
ii if a ana1 I... Ik. .1,, af Gaa1
taraaja aalkaalic

-IUI.M'

Sundays @ 11AM
BGSU Student Union

eaamaaity.
aVa taak la taaaarl wita pal

Plane join n.
Kankia Citkanaan !■•<■< a) 11:001.
im Hartt laaaa >4. • liaaaa)
I IS Saalk la ln'IW
laaraai fiaa Oataaaa Shikami)

vv^vvv.ourjourn^ijczonrirnuriifLjorQl

Check it out @ www.h2o ^#/*/t<5#.com

OU***, WC*£ tU S/JevJ-J.

First United
Methodist Church

sunday worship - II): 15 a.m.
1161 napoleon road
418.352.3623
Ortlce@bgalliance.org

United Methodist Student Organization
Sharing the Light and Love of Christ
Meetings and Events on Tuesday Evenings

ALL ARE WELCOME!
Check out our weh-site for times and locations
www.besu.edn/.studcntlifc/organizations/umso/

bowling green alliance church

iy§®n@ mm
Conte#npofory Service
College Age Sunday School

TradJfcoj 3yyifc
Check d^f our website
for V»V«hip Times
www.fumcbg.org
Across Wooster Street from Harshman Quad
1526 East Wooster St.. Bowling 6rten

419-353-0682

FORUM

"I'm going to quit because I know I need to."
- Sophomore Thomas Gine on his goal to stop smoking by the end of the academic

year, [see LUNG CANCER, pg. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET Who is your favorite former president?
"Bill Clinton, because
hewassexyf

"George Washington,

"Herbert Hoover,

because he was

because I like the

"John Adams,
because Paul
Giamatti played him."

name Hooverville

humble and honest"

k

VISIT US AT
BGNEWS.COM

Have your own take on
today's People On The

and Hoover vacums."

Street? Or a suggestion tor

AZIA WHITLOW.
Sophomore.
Biology/Chemistry

MARKSWINERTON.
Junior.

LISAHURSEY.
Senior.
History

Musical Theater

WALKING IS STILL HONEST
10d(WQu),cm,Ir'ISiCfc
Cf fc/EfciBoOY SAYhvlGi .
tw OUR daoEwtnoio is
LA2Y /WDl>*rtfmATGD.

rWH©'

ffcPtt PK. r\uMWS HM*W&
#8rwT UOCATWDS THESE _*
VMS' SfeODTCOfVJUCH ^
TIME PLPNIiOir VtrfO GAMES
AMD U*TtHlrJ&TW. INSTEAD
Of ft*TlO?AT\Nv< t(J HOtOEST,
WHOltSoME ACTIVITIES.

OJfcU, X SAY Turn's AU A
GOfJXH OF- MBftSH/ X r/CMl
3UST Loot AT HE- I'M A
RrfE SPEOM&O OF IMTEfittry
iVO PHtSlCAL frOwtSS'

7"

SO, 1DO CUAMMA
CATCH THElO?

GO PLAV

ACTUntW, (BUMO
EATIrOG UlrOCH WM> I
TlffiOMEoUTSor
THVJ^IWl JoSTGoruvA
TWiAiNJAPuVTIL
OtNiVER..

KEITH PAKIZ I THE Bf, NEWS

Blacks voting for Obama weren't racist
By Jak* M.ador
I i

,■/■,.

It started with tears of indescribable and heart-wrenching hurt,
l-'orty years and seven months
later, it ended with tears of indescribable joy. That's how election night was for Jesse lackson.
lackson. the much-maligned
civil rights leader, had no words
after Barack Obama's historicvictory Tuesday night.
Sadly, there are still abundant
signs that white people possess
vestiges of the same old attitudes
that Martin LutherKinglr. fought
40 years ago.
Consider this: Many (white!
voters are Ix'iiioaning the fact
that 95 percent of black people'
supported Obama, complaining
that such a decision is racist, saying, "If I voted for McCain solely

because he was white, that'd lie
racist, too."
Such statements are profoundly insensitive and historically ignorant in ways that
boggle the mind.
The African-American population in the United States has
suffered to a degree unimaginable to a typical white voter.
After the Civil War, racist
Southerners continued to find
ways to propagate their appalling and demonic system by setting up "share cropping." a very
clever way to work around the
emancipation of the slaves.
They lynched thousands of
black men and women, traumatized millions of black children
and taught anentire ethnic group
to see themselves as inferior.
When the 1950s and the Civil
Rights movement came, count-

less white Southerners set up
deals with area police to allow
them to beat black activists.
In the 1960s, lliese same white
people murdered Dr. King as well
as countless other activists.
So forgive me, typical white
voter, when I laugh at pathetic
statements likening your theoretical act of supporting a white
candidate based on race to what
manyAfrican-Americansdid on
Tuesday.
Were your ancestors shipped
over here against their will ?
Were your ancestors sold into
a life of beatings and rape at
markets?
Were your ancestors victimized by systemic injustices in
which the keepers of the law
became the oppressors?
Were your ancestors' leaders
murdered without cause?

Have you ever been the victim
of hateful words or actions based
upon your skin-tone?
No? Then please stop suggesting that the actions of
black voters on Tuesday were
racist in nature. They were neither racist norignorant. Rather,
they were the natural product
of 400 years of oppression and
marginalization.
Put simply, their votes were
the product of endless tears shed
over the past 400 years. And
when their voices finally prevailed Tuesday night, they also
became the cause of tears.
But, like Jackson's, they were
no longer tears of grief and
deep hurt. They were the tears
wept only by those who have
known that hurt, conquered it
and come out victorious on the
other side.

"["ravelin' the Globe:
Train rides, rock shows and elections abroad

SALZBURG, Austria — Cardiac
Move and glass.
Those arc really the only
things I've thought about the
past week. Add in a little election craziness. and that's all
that's occupied me.
So, my friends' band won the
battle of the bands they participated in.
Theoretically, I found out
really early Tuesday morning,
but I was too afraid to check the
text message I received from the
mother of the drummer — my
former host brother — so I waited until a little later.
When I found out, I more or
less screamed in delight.
So now they are working on
recording a single of "Running
in Your Mind" with Sony BMG
and it will be available later this
month.
I was even more excited when
I heard the song on the radio
later that morning. And during
the news update ai the top of
every hour, the results of the
contest, along with some clips
of the song and the band members talking about winning were

included in the report.
I was really excited about the
contest because I had just spent
the weekend with the band in
Vienna so I could attend my
first Cardiac Move concert, and
it was everything I wanted it
to be.
My travel tip with this part of
the column is that in Austria,
there's a discount card available
from the Austrian train system.
The card is not free, but costs
only 20 Euros. You clui purchase
it from the train station Ibc day
of your departure. One trip to
Vienna from Salzburg earns that
money back and saves you some
more. Instead of 88 Hums, tiie
trip cost only 44 Kuros. That's a
pretty good deal.
I also used this card to purchase the ticket for my return
trip from Venice.
I'm taking the special,
reduced-fair night train there
that I wrote about a few columns
ago and then I'm returning on
an afternoon train. Because
that afternoon train isn't the
reduced-fair night train, 1 was
able to use my Vorteilscard tindiscount card.
My trip to Venice is why I've
thought about glass so much.
I know I've said this over and
over, but I really am incredibly
excited.
I'm not looking forward to the
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train ride there, mostly because
it leaves the Salzburg train station at 1:38 a.m. But that doesn't
matter because I'm going to
Venice, and I will be there by the
time this hits the newsstands
this morning.
Upon arrival, my travel buddy
Sammy and I are going to follow Rick Steves' guided tour
down the Crand Canal on the
Venetian public transportation,
which is, of course, a boat.
The ride is down die Grand
i .ni.il. die major thoroughfare
through the city. Steves explains
the major buildings and bridges
we'll pass, with information on
their history and current usage.
I've used his tours like this in
otber cities, and I've never been
disappointed. I think they are
the reason why I enjoy his books
so much.
We're not able to check into
our hostel until the afternoon,
so we'll probably go straight to
Mm.mii. the island where most
of the glass furnaces and the
glass museum is located.
One of the things Steves suggests doing in Venice is to get
lost. Those of you who know me
well know how uncomfortable
getting lost makes me, but I'm
sure it's inevitable on this nip.
Our first getting lost experience
will probably be on Murano,
because 1 don't have an address

of the glass studio I'm visiting.
I am hoping the people at the
glass museum will help me out.
The other excitement this
week has been, of course, the
election.
I stayed up until 3 a.m. on
Wednesday watching the results
slowly come in. I gave up then
because only three states had
been called. From what I've
gathered, it seems as if I'd lasted
another hour or gone to bed
earlier and woken some rime
after 4 a.m., tbere would have
been much more going on.
Regardless, it was fun watching the preliminary percentages change and see how things
changed even more by the time
I got up.
I'm glad it's over because
everyone here will finally stop
asking me if I voted and for
whom I voted.
But it was quite interesting to
see the coverage of the election
here, and during all the news
updates on the Oe3 radio channel I've been listening to, there
was always (and still is) something about the election. It was
fascinating to sec how important the American election was
to the Europeans.
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Obama's victory
gives hope to even
the biggest cynics
election is but the first victory in
a longer struggle to come.
On many issues, Obama is still
way off the mark from a majority of Americans, including many
of those who elected him. For
all his rhetoric of change and
1 wasn't certain what I'd be writ- progress, his voting record and
ing about this week. But after actual policy stances don't stray
CNN proclaimed Barack Obama far at all from the mainstream
Democratic Parry.
the 44th president of the United
Still, it is an undeniable feeling
States, the choice became clear.
Economic and environment of being a part of history watchproblems, along with Third- ing the families of both he and
World strife, will remain far Vice President-elect loe Biden
beyond the next four years. I celebrating victory Tuesday
night. One got the feeling that
know that. But it was difficult
to be cynical at 11 p.m. Tuesday these weren't detached elites,
night when celebrations across unconcerned with the general
the country — everything from American population, celebratcampaign headquarters to ing their conquest of democracy,
Baptist churches — were broad- as in all elections of my memory.
cast after the announcement of Rather, they were real American
Obama's victory. For die first time families, concerned with the fate
in my life, I felt a pride, optimism of other real American families.
This really was a popular moveand enthusiasm for the future of
ment, with origins, as Obama said
the United States.
Whether or not Obama turns in his victory speech, in churches
out to be the president his sup- and back porches across the
country. In that
porters believe
he will be, his
"[Obama's] polices same speech,
he suggested
impressive victory is an inspi- will not be the saving that the road
ahead is long
rational omen
that, even if only
grace of America... and arduous,
and that it will
for a moment,
brings a new
Obama himself isn't be the people
who
really
feeling of hope
in a nation so the key to America's make it happen.
As has been
badly in need
of it.
renewal; he is merely demonstrated
throughout
Tom Clancy
history, and as
once wrote that
a symbol of it."
Obama knows,
revolutions
don't happen when the people in America as much as anywhere
are having their livelihood taken else, the politicians are not the
away, but when they see a light at ones who make the meaningful
die end of the tunnel. If nothing changes; it is the people.
else, Obama provides that light.
My hope from Obama's vicHis policies will not be the sav- tory is that Bowling Green will
ing grace of America. If anything, continue to be as active politihe will probably move the country cally as it was during the election.
to something like how it looked The discourse and the activism
during the Clinton administra- displayed by those working, on
tion But Obama himself isn't the whatever side of the political
key to America's renewal; he is fence die)' may have been on,
was admirable. Perhaps now,
merely a symbol of it.
During the campaign, there instead of focusing on getting
was a remarkable amount of this politician or that elected, this
activity going on, and much of positive energy and rejuvenated
it was started in the grassroots. sense of hope can be redirected
Bowling Green's campus was lit- at important issues, such as die
tered with Obama posters and War in Iraq and environmental
Obama supporters, and many of concerns.
I will surely be critical of
these were young people, taking
an active interest in the future of Obama in the years to come. On
their country not from behind the issues of most importance
a computer desk, but on the to me, he's still a long way off.
But for revitalizing the American
ground.
If people continue to care as spirit and giving people the conmuch in the next four years as fidence they need to believe they
they have demonstrated they care can make a difference and make
in the last sue months Or so, the change happen, I look forward to
country could be headed toward calling him president in 2009.
something great, unlike anything
someone as cynical as me would
ever have predicted. Obama's

— Respond to Kyle at
thenews@bgnews.com.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
^Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenewstPbgnewsxom.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure 10 read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 300
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area Two submissions per
month maximum

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewsl»bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
letter to the Editor' or 'Guest
Column." All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing The
editor may change the headlines to
submned columns and letters at hrs
a her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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LAUGHING IT UP AT THE UNION

Make new
friends, reduce
social anxiety
ByAUundraWilcox
U-W«e

RACHEL RADWANSKI

T

Hf BG NEWS

UNION COMEDY: Comedian Alexandra McHale entertains students with tales from her
time m college, her love of eating and her fear of scary movies in the Union last night.

Health director
joins Peace Corp
By Colleen Fitzgibbons

Reporter
After lour years of keeping

University students healthy,
the Director of Student Health
Services will be resigning to go
work for the Peace Corp.
Dr. Glenn ligelman submitted his resignation in September
in order to accept a position as
Director of Medical Services for
the Peace Corp in Washington
D.C. F.gelman said one of the
many things he will be doing is
reviewing the health of the volunteers in the Peace Corp.
"It's a great opportunity for
him to work with people all
around the world," said Bettina
Shufbrd assistant vice president
of Student Affairs and Egelman's
supervisor. "He's certainly highly
regarded in his position."
Kgelman's last official day was
Oct. 3, however will he continue
to work part-lime as a consultant
with the University until Nov.
14. This will have him bouncing
hack and forth between lie in ling
Green and Washington, D.C,
since his new position starts
Nov. 10.
He may be getting a new position, but his position will not be
permanent.
Egelman said that all Peace
Corp employees do a Tour of
Duty, which is two and a half
years long and can be repeated
once to a total of five years.
"It'sa temporary job," ligelman
said. "My plan is to go back to a
college/university health care."
Rgelman's decision to join
the Peace Corp and resign from
the University may have been
sudden, but the University has
someone to temporarily take
over until a permanent replacement is found. Associate Director
of Medical Services Barbra
I loffman, will be taking over for
ligelman. She has worked for
the University's Student Health
Services for the past 22 years. She
is also a women's health nurse

practitioner and a sexual assault
nurse examiner.
Hoffman said while the
University is still refining the
exact duties of the position she
will be provide leadership to the
Student Health Services, "including design and implementation,
coordination, assessment and
continuous improvements in
health care and programs for all
BGSU students."
BeforecomingtotheUniversity
F.gelman was the director of
health services at Skidmore
College in New York State for
three and a half years.
He said he was drawn to this
University because of his first
impression,
"1 was impressed with thededication, quality and professionalism of the Student HealthScrvice
staff," Egelman said.
ligelman was not only impressed
by the health service but also the
unique kindness of the students.
"It's my honor to work with
and get to know so many of you."
Egelman said. "I have been to well
over 100 campuses and nowhere
else have the students been as
warm, caring and welcoming as
they are here at Bowling Green
State University."
Hoffman said that the students
have not only made an impression
on Egelman, but also vice-versa
"fie was an advocate for students and cared that students
could receive the health care
necessary to be a successful
student and graduate of BGSU,"
I loffman said.
Hoffman said she wants students and faculty to know that
she will be that advocate for
them at the Health Center after
Egelman is gone.
"They can speak with me
at any time if there are questions or concerns and am open
to suggestions that will enable
the IStudent Health Servicesl to
maintain the high standards of
care we want to continue to provide for our students."

One method to reduce social
anxiety may lie in forging friendships with people of different
races and ethnicities, according
to a new study conducted by UC
Berkeley researchers.
The study found diat having cross-race friendships can
reduce cortisol, a hormone
linked to stress, for those in
social situations with people
from different social groups and
ethnicities.
'Intergroup interactions can
be very anxiety-provoking,"
said Rodolfo Mcndoza-Denton,
a co-author of the study and a
UC Berkeley assistant professor
of psychology. "What this study
builds on is that the idea that
for some people, intergroup
reactions can be more anxietyprovoking than others."
That anxiety may be tied to
prejudice or the fear of being
subject to prejudice, he said.
The study, which also
involved a researcher from the
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, focused on 144
Latino and white UC Berkeley
student's, who were randomlydivided into two groups and
paired up either with a person of the same or different
race to meet once a week for
three weeks.
The participants' cortisol levels were tested by saliva samples before and after the weekly
meeting, according to the
study. Before they were paired
up, participants were asked
to associate several words,
including race-related terms,
as "good" or "bad," which
researchers used to determine
if the participants were subject
to prejudice or afraid of being
victims of prejudice.

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR Of EVENTS

Seme events laten nom eventtbqsuedu

8 am - II p.m.
Muslim Student
Association Prayer Room
204 Olscamp
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Hari Kari Seminar / Raffle

Table
Table Space, Union
10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Farmers Formal Tickets
Table Space, Union
10:15 am-1:50 p.m.
Women in Science,
Math, Engineering and
Technology
201.207,208,306.308,309,
314, 315 and 316 Union
8 pm.
"Newcomers Showcase:
Five by Ives"
Joe E. Brown Theatre, University
Hall
8 p.m.
Opera Theater: Albert herring by Benjamin Britten
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center
8:50-10 p.m.
H20SouledOut
Prout Chapel
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Located Across From Taco Bell.
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wwwjohnncwlovcrealestate.com
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Falcons off to Athens

TYLER SHEEHAN
THE LEADER: Sheehan
has been steady under center for the Falcons all season,
putting up 1,922 passing
yards. 104 rushing yards and
19 total touchdowns. He
currently has an efficiency
rating of 128.97

Volleyball hits the road for tough matches with 0U, KSU
By Sc.ni Shapiro

"I think it's extra confidence,
being 9-1 in five set matches.
We know we can do it and 1
Neva in Coach Van DeWalle's26- don't think a lot of teams have
year career has she had a team go that confidence going into their
in five sets as much as this team. fifth set like we do," said junior
Through 27 matches this sea- Corey Domek.
son BG has gone the distance to
Ilig wins against Ohio, Kent
five sets 10 times, producing nine State, Ball Stale and Western
wins in those matches. Since los- Michigan have all come in the
ing its only five-set match of the crucial fifth set, one of the bigseason to Fairfield Sept. 5, the gest reasons li(i is on irack to win
Falcons have been by far the llicir lirsi MAC Hast division title
MAC'S best team this season in since 2001.
The Falcons proved they
the fifth set.
Reporter

were the MAC's top team this
past weekend in a five-set win
over MAC West division leader
Western Michigan. The teams
were even through the first four
sets, but in set five BG caught
fire like they have all season and
dominated 15-6.
BG's experience in five-set
matches could come into play
this weekend as the Falcons
head to Ohio and Kent State
for their final lough test of the
regular season.
In Anderson Arena BG beat

both teams in five sets to open
the month of October, however it
will be a much tougher match for
the Falcons heading into hostile
territory.
"We know that going to both of
those gyms is going to be really
tough, the fans are going to be all
over us at both gyms and both
learns arc going to come after us
hard," Van De Walle said.
Despite Kent State's poor
See VOLLEY | Page 7
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THE GUYS YOU SHOULD CONSIDER:

ALMOST THERE: A pair of wins this weekend could propel BG to the top of the CCHA.

FANTASY FOOTBALL

FRIDA
THE GUYS WHO ARE TEARING IT UP:

In a world where Edgerrin James has been little used and highly ineffective, Hightower has
emerged as Arizona's go-to running back. This
season, he has just 242 yards on the ground.
but has rushed for seven touchdowns.

CHRIS JOHNSON

The Titans are undefeated primarily because'
of their stout defense, but don't sleep on their
rushing attack. Johnson has been stellar for
a lot of fantasy owners this season, with 715
yards and five TDs.

FRANK GORE

AARON RODGERS

LARRY FITZGERALD

SANTANAMOSS

San Francisco seems to be disappointing every year now. but Gore
has managed to get better despite
the team's losing record. This year,
he has 629 rushing yards and four
touchdowns, and has tacked on 511
receiving yards.

Replacing Brett Favre was no easy

With Anquan Boldin missing some

Washingtons offense has sputtered

feat, but Rodgers has proven to be

time with an injury, Fitzgerald has

recently, but Moss is still a deep

quite able at handling the duties

become even more important

threat that all opposing defenses

under center for the Packers. He's

to Arizonas passing game. He's

have to account for. He's got 44

passed for 1.982 yards and 13 touch-

responded quite nicely, catching 49

catches for 672 yards and five

downs, and has posted a QB rating

passes for 742 yards and five scores.

scores, and is averaging 15 3 yards

of 95,5.

He's gone over 100 yards four times.

per catch.

BG heads to Lake Superior
State for pair of games
By Ethan M.igoc
Reporter

BG faces a big test this weekend
in more ways than one.
The Falcon hockey team
left for Lake Superior State
University yesterday morning for a pair of games tonight
and tomorrow at 7:05 p.m. The
scries comes at a crucial time in
the season when BG sits on the
cusp of .500 at 3-4-1.
They are 2-2-0 against
Central Collegiate Hockey
Association opponents, and a
sweep this weekend could help
propel them toward the top of
the conference.
"Like every weekend, special teams are going to be
very important," said coach

Scott Paluch.
I« i .mil IjikeSuperior'spower
plays are currently ninth and
tenth, respectively, in the league.
Each of their penalty kills arcalso ranked near the bottom.
Bui the Falcons' biggest test
this weekend will be matching up against Lake Superior's
size. The Lakers' average player
weight is 187 pounds, compared
to BG's 183.
And the Lakers boast 16 players tallerthansixfeet, compared
to jiist eight on the Falcons. In
fact, iheir two leading scorers,
Zac MacVoy (eight points) and
Nathan Perkovich (five points)
are six feet two inches and six
SeeH<KKEY|P3oe7
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OSUs Small suspended for at
least a game, family not happy
By Rutty Miller
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS, Ohio — Ohio Stale
coach Jim Tressel said yesterday
that receiver and punt returner
Ray Small was suspended for one
game "to stan with" and that he
had handled the situation correctly, despite complaints from
Small's father.
Tressel confirmed that Small
will not play when No. 12 Ohio
State plays at Northwestern on
Saturday. Team spokeswoman
Shelly Poe said the suspension
was due to a "repeated violation
of team rules."
But Small's lather, Ken Small,
said he is mystified why his son is
being suspended
THey're intentionally trying to
blow his career," Ken Small told
The Associated press by telephone from his home in suburban Columbus.
It has been no secret that Ray
Small has continually been inand
out of Tressd's doghouse for the
past two seasons. His father said
the latest suspension stemmed
from missing or being late for
some classes and meetings. He
also said part of his problems was
parking tickets.
Ken Small cited several other
recent legal transgressions by
Ohio State players and compared

never got a IXJI, or picked up
a prostitute. He was just late,"
Ken Small said. "And the punishment is you can't even go
into the'(practice) facility? They
act like he's dangerous. These
other kids ... didn't get banned
from the facility. All they got
was being sat down for the first
few plays of a game."
Tressel hinted that Small, a
5-foot-ll, 180-pounder from
Cleveland, was being punished
for ongoing problems.
"If a guy makes repetitive mistakes in football, he's probably
going to lose opportunities to
play," Tressel said. "The same
would be with anything off the
field, ifaguy'srepetitive.it'sgoing
to impact (his playing time)."
J4YLAPRETE SPPHOIO
Tressel, speakingat the Woody
OUT FOR NOW: OSU receiver Ray Small Hayes Athletic Center, grew
will sit out tomorrow's game.
increasingly upset as reporters asked him questions about
ihrin to the minor problems his
Small's suspension. Tressel meets
son has had. One player a year with reporters every Thursday for
ago was arrested for proposition- 15 or 20 minutes after he finishes
ing a female police officer posing his radio show.
as a prostitute. At least two playHe abruptly ended the interers have been arrested for driving view after 5 minutes yesterday.
under the influence of alcohol.
"OK, guys. Thanks. I appreciKen Small said il was clear his ate it. I thought we were going to
son is being treated unfairly by talk about Northwestern. Thanks.
Tressel.
Thanks," he said.
"He had a couple of incidents,
As he walked down a corribut he never got caught smoking dor lined with trophies from the
team's past, he shook his head
marijuana before the national
championship game. Or he in disgust.

FOOTBALL
From Page 6
which is one of the best in the
conference.
Currently, OU'sdefense ranks
in the top 10 of the MAC in every
major defensive category. On the
whole, OU's defense is only giving up an average of 346.8 total
yards a game, good for third in
the conference. The defense has
also forced 17 turnovers.
BG's offense really got going
against Kent, and will look to
do the same tomorrow. The
offense's bigday was highlighted
by redshirt freshman running
back lason Rice's unexpected 91
yards. He also scored a touchdown, completed a 42-yard pass
and made four tackles on kick
coverage.
With the playing status of current backs Anthony Turner and
Chris Bullock currently up in
the air. Rice will be at the ready,
but there's no guarantee the
fans at Peden Stadium will see
him line up in the backfield.
"I'd love to play more, but
Chris Bullock is a great back
and Anthony Turner is awesome. Everybody wants to play,
but you've got to know your role
and I know mine." Rice said.
Another player to look out for
is receiver Chris Wright, who
had a breakout performance
with 98 receiving yards a week
ago. According to Brandon,
Wright will need to step up
again tomorrow.
"He made some big plays in
the |Kent| game," Brandon said.
"1 think that's huge, and we've
been challenging not only Chris,
but all of our guys, that we need
to become consistent so that we
can win consistently, and this is
just another example of that."
BG's defense will also have to
step up if it's going to have a shut
to win its second-straight game.
Currently, the Falcons rank fifth
in the MAC in points allowed
per game at 25. 00 will bring
in one of the top five passing
offenses in the conference, led
by quarterback Boo lackson.
Senior linebacker
)ohn
Haneline knows the defense

FEATURE BACK?: With Anthony Turner ailing. Chris Bollock could see more carries.

BRANDON HEISS

I HE BG NEWS

STOPPERS: John Haneline and the BG
defense will have to contain 0U.
can't take any plays off if the
Falcons are going to have a
chance to win.
"Everything's at stake for us,"
Haneline said. "The way we're
looking at it now is a one-game
season ... If we want to contend
fora position at the end, we have
to treat it like it's the postseason
in the NFL where you've got one

BRANDON HEISS i THE BG NEWS
PLAY MAKER: Wrdeout Chris Wright
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feet five inches, respectively.
Compare that to BG's two
leading scorers. Dan Sexton (II
points) and David Solway (eight
points) both stand five feet ten
inches.
"We're going to have to win
a lot of battles in front of the
net against them and get the
puck deep in their zone." said
BG senior defenseman Kevin
Schmidt. "It's definitely going to
be a grinding type of a game
each night."
BG is tied for second in the
country in most shots with 281
in eight games. That solid level of
puck possession will help to keep
the pressure on Lake Superior's
large bodies and might help
stave off a few crushing hits in
the FalconS' defensive zone.
The teams last faced each ot her

ETHAN MAGOC

FINDING THE NET: Dan Sexton (above) has been one of BGs top scorers this season.
in the first round of the 21)08
OCIIA playoffson March 9. lacob
Cepis scored the game-winning
goal a minute and 34 seconds
into overtime to send the Lakers
lock to Sank Ste. Marie with a I3 loss at the ISGSU Ice Arena.

Expect them to be out for
revenge this weekend.
"I hey probably will be."
Schmidt said. "They're in the
same boat record wise, so it's a
huge weekend for us and a huge
weekend for them."

record this season coach Van
De Walle thinks the Hashes are
a much better team than their
record shows.
"Going to Kent is always a tough
match, they have fallen back a bit
as their record isn't as good as it
was in the past. But what is inter
estingis their record is deceiving,
player for player they're a strong
team," Van De Walle said.
BG has played particularly
well at Kent over the past three
years winning the past three
meetings on the Flashes floor,
however Kent won the most
important meeting last season
ending BG's MAC tournament
hopes in Toledo.
Following the Kent match BG
heads to Athens, a place they
haven't beaten Ohio at since the
2001 season. Prior to BG's home
win over the Bobcats early this

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

SPIKED: BGs lorev Domek (right) lires the ball past two outstretched Toledo defenders
during a match last weekend at Anderson Arena
season that match in 2IKII was
BG's last win at home or on the
road over Ohio.
With a pair of wins this
weekend and a Miami loss
BG will have all but clinched
the MAC Fast title for the first

lime In seven years.
"i his is .intiihci hup' weekend
for us, they both gave us a good
run fm our money last time and
we've jusl gol to push through
and then we've got it In the bag

Domeksaid.

You open the paper everyday, what

had 98 receiving yards last week

game and you're out if you lose.
That's how we're looking at it.
Take Ohio and get in the film
room, get ready for them and be
ready to go."
Surely, if the Falcons don't
come out ready to go for all four
quarters tomorrow, their hopes
of a MAC title shot could be all
but over.

would you like to see? This is your
paper, we just print it!
Send us your story suggestions and
ideas to suggestions@bgviews.com!
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WHAT TO DO
IN TOWN
Five by Ives
Today, tomorrow and
Sunday at the Joe E.

A cloud of
hookah smoke
covers campus

After Halloween, one Pulse
r^rter became a ghosthunter

Brown Theatre, see the
presentation of quirky
one-act plays by awardwinning playwright David
Ives. Five comedies from
the collection "All in
the Timing" and "Mere
Mortals" will be

Double Reed
Madness
Tomorrow at 11 a.m. in
the Bryan Recital Hall,
the Univeristy's College
of Musical Arts will host
its second Young People's
Concert of the season.
Participants will be able to
view unique instruments
up close. Admission is $1
for children and $2 for
adults.

TOLEDO
Grand Buffet
Today at 9 p.m. at
Frankie's Inner City, rap
group Grand Buffet will
perform along with Seven
Chakraz. Admission is $10,
and individuals 18 and

ByAlissaO Neill

BrMattUau*
Pulse Reporter

When I was younger I loved the movie "Ghostbusters''
and in fact. I still do. But as I grew up I quickly discovered things of a scary nature were not something I
could handle well. Scary movies, haunted houses, they
scare the living daylights out of me. So when I told my
friends that I had accepted an assignment sending me
on a real-life ghost investigation, they were surprised
to say the least. I, on the other hand, coukl not wait to
become a ghost busier.
Even though I could not wait to don a khaki jumpsuit
and ghostbusting backpack, I was still a iittie apprehensive. When my friend Rachel and I met Harold St.
loli ii and Butch I.eon, co-founders of the Toledo Ghost
Hunters Society, we were reassured to find out they
were not looking to encounter any evil spirits either. We
breathed a sigh of relief when Butch told us his motto;
"When in doubt, get the hell out." We could handle
that.
Harold and Butch took us to a house belonging to
a friend of theirs where the investigation was to take
place. We met with the homeowners, Todd and Beth,
who gave us a rundown of everything that had been
occurring in their home.
A shadowy figure had been seen in the upstairs hallway, Todd had the feeling of being paralyzed in bed and
the glowing head of a Civil War soldier had been seen
floating above Beth's head while she slept.
Harold and Butch took Rachel and I on a preliminary

Light it up, watch it blaze, take
a puff and pass it over. The
University's campus is becoming
smoke-filled, and it's legal.
Hookah is a growing social
activity among college students.
Students attending the University
are trading in the dance floors
of Sky Bar and Uptown in order
to enjoy a nice night staying in
around their favorite MiddleEastern water pipe. This pipe,
known as hookah, is a legal choice
for students looking for a night of
relaxation and socializing.
According to hookahcompany.
com, the hookah pipe originated
from the western parts of India
and borders of Pakistan. Early
hookah pipes were made from
coconut shell bases attached to
long tubes. At the end of the tube,
a head is attached designed for
inhaling the smoke. In the beginning times, they were designed to
smoke opium and hashish, some
Arabic drugs.
These days, these pipes are used
for smoking tobacco that
comes in many flavors;
a step above the commoncigarettes smoked
between classes.
"I like |it| because it
offers me a way to relax,"
said former University
student Matt Bruggeman.
"It is a safer alternative
than slamming beers or
doing random drugs. It
helps calm me down and

SPOOKY! .,
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See HOOKAH | Page 9
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over are welcome. Call
419-695-5300 for more
information.

Fresh faces of BGSU set to shine in
Newcomers Showcase this weekend
By Chad M.r.dith
Theatre Critic

Arts of Fire
This weekend at the
Toledo Museum of Art.
explore a hot new installation in the Glass Pavilion.
The works of glass, metal
and ceramic demonstrate
how artists use heat and
transform "molten" into
"marvelous."

ELSEWHERE
Maumee
Tomorrow at 7 p.m. at the
Maumme Indoor Theater,
enjoy an evening of
storytelling from
storytellers who leave the
audience lighthearted with
a new appreciation for
the power of stories. Call
419-897-8901 for more
informaton.

Bryan
Today from 7-11 p.m. at
the Orchard Hills Country

This weekend, freshmen students will perform this year's
annual Newcomers Showcase:
"Five by Ives."
Performances will be at 8 p.m.
today and tomorrow, and at 2
p.m. tomorrow and Sunday at
the loe E. Brown Theatre. The
production is made up of five
one act plays, all by award-winning playwright David Ives. They
are directed by two second-year
Master students and a senior
theatre major. Since the cast is
made up of freshmen students,
there should be quite an array of
entertaining talent debuts from
the entire cast.
The first play, "Time Flies." is
about two young mayflies that
are on a first date and experience "first date jitters." The
second play, "Variations on the
Death of Trotsky" is a hilarious look at the final day of the
famous former President of the
Soviet Union, Leon Trotsky. The
third play, "Mere Mortals," is
about "everyday loes" with notso-everyday pasts, leading us to
wonder about who these characters are. The following play
"Universal Language," is about
two lonely hearts who find each
other through a unique language. The final play, "Words,

R0TTENT0MAT0ESCOM
THE ODD COUPLE: Seth Rogen amd Elizabeth Banks reunite in this surprisingly genuine
story of Zack and Miri thai balances raunchy comedy with realistic emotions

Zack and Miri bare skin
with charm and humor in
new Kevin Smith comedy
By Aaron H.lf fetich
Film Critic

PHOTO PROVIDED
SWEPT AWAY:

NICK

Helser. center, as Ramone pots the moves on Erin Bolyard. right, as

Mrs. Trotsky to the distress of Michael Stults. left, as Leon Trotsky.

Words, Words" dares to ask: Can
three typing monkeys, if given
enough time, eventually write
Hamlet? These plays should
deliver plenty of laughs, since,
according to one of the directors,
Andie Markijohn, all of these pieces include smart humor and cleverness, considering thai David Ives is

"really good with plays on words."
The characters should also
be quite amusing, since, according to Markijohn, the audience
will "immediately recognize and
understand them." In regards in
appropriate age groups of audience
members, Markijohn rates the
content PG.

Club, attend the Third
Annual Wine Tasting
Event, sampling fine wines

Animation sparks appeal for Adult Swim fanatics

from around the worid.
Call 419-636-2247 for
more information.

THEY SAID IT
"The internet is a
great way to get on
the net."

- Bob Dole

By KVM SCfOTIIdHffl

Pulse Reporter
Seth Green's Adult Swim cartoon "Robot Chicken" doesn't get
nearly the credit it deserves.
Season 3 of the program,
released on Oct. 7, contains boatloads of extras, including deleted
scenes never used in the shows,
and delete "animatics" which are
essentially storyboardsthat never
actually went into production.
Both discs also contain 10 episodes, each at about 11 minutes
long Every episode also features
commentary from various mem-

bers of the "Robot Chicken" crew,
and perhaps best of all, each
episode is entirely uncensored.
Treasures the viewer can't experience on Cartoon Network include
f-bombs and full-frontal nudity
(see the episode "Bionic Cow").
The program itself is almost
certainly an acquired taste. What
appears to be a purposeless
sequence of random, chaotic,
violent and vulgar stop motion
animation is actually a purposeful sequence of random, chaotic,
See CHICKEN I

•■>

It may be one of the most
whimsical film titles to hit the
Hollywood screens, but "Zack
and Miri Make a Porno" marks
Kevin. Smith's long awaited
return to comedy in familiar
raunchy form. Whileafilm about
pornography is sure to have its
fair share of bare skin, this socalled porno lets a majority of
the story unfold with the humor
surrounding its title characters.
Zack and Miri (Seth Rogcn
and Elizabeth Banks) have been
buddies since high school. As
they have continued to live out
their day to day routine, their
current situation of unpaid
bills finds them in an apartment with no heat, no water
and no electricity. It isn't until
they return to their high school
reunion where they meet football star turned male pornstar,
Bobby Long (Brandon Routh)
and his producer/lover Brandon
(lustin Long) when Zack discovers a cure for their financial
crisis. By following the success
of his fellow entrepreneurs, Zack
convinces Miri and a team of
misfit low-lifes that the key to
financial success is in an abandonment of dignity and an
abundance of sex on camera.
Since Kevin Smith is working
from adistinct brand of raunchy
comedy, not all standards are
met in this outing. While it may

Letter Grade
Rated R on appeal for strong
crude sexual content including
dialogue, graphic nudity and
pervasive language.
Runtime: 101 mm
Starring: flizabeth Banks. Seth
Rogen. Craig Robinson and
Jason Mewes
Directed by: Kevin Smith

not be a personal success for
Smith, there's still enough wit
and character to keep this story
moving along. Instead of being a
film that's strictly using nudity
as a selling point, the characters
of Zack and Miri carry a significant story when their endeavor
prompts a discovery of emotions towards each other. Even
with scene stealing moments
between Brandon Routh and
lustin Long, this potentially
disastrous film was saved by a
charming cast rather than sex
appeal.
With the help of Banks and
Rogen, Kevin Smith has brought
something to the porn business
that it has long been criticized
for dismissing: chemistry. Even
though the presumed charisma
in the porn industry is something vastly different than the
charisma seen in Hollywood
films, "Zack and Miri Make a
Porno" is definitive proof that
even the most blatantly uninspiring stories can be made
uniqueand relevant through the
genuineness of its characters.
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"Every dip from the

From Page 8

select few scary movies I

run-through of the house to take
pictures, temperature readings
and electromagnetic field (EMF)
readings in every room.
After doing the run-through,
I larold and I went with Beth into
the master bedroom to record
an electronic voice phenomena
(EVP) which would allow us to
hear the spirit's voice. At this
point, I was skeptical. We had
walked through the house and
announced ourselves, making
sure whatever was in there knew
we were not there to harm them.
So far though nothing had happened.
Beth sat on the bed with a
bloodstone, which spins when
an energy source is produced
around it, and began talking to
her deceased brother and sisterin-law whom she believed to be
the presence.
Harold started to get excited,
and when he had me take the
video camera, I saw why. Not
only was the bloodstone spinning in a circular motion without
Beth moving it, but there were
orbs of light bouncing around
the bed where she was sitting.
I started to lose a little bit of my
skepticism, especially when we
found out later the lights could
not have been car headlights like
we thought.

had seen started running

HOOKAH
From Page 8
makes my day mellow."
Bruggeman added, "It is not
just smoking flavors; it is more
of a thing that you would typically do with beers, wines or
cigars. You take it in, get all the
flavors and enjoyment out of it,
land] then repeat.'1
Surrounding places offer
students a place to go to enjoy
hookah with other students
with a common interest for the
activity.
Maxwells Brew on West
Bancroft Street in Toledo
(just one block away from the
University of Toledo) is a restaurant that invites customers to sit
on the outside patio and smoke
from their hookah pipes. The
restaurant offers plenty of coffee brews (including the famous
candy bardrinks,) a menu of deli
sandwiches, burgers, soups and
other miscellaneous appetizers,
all on top of nights revolving
around live music. The owner
of Maxwells, Eddie Kanon, also
promises a calm atmosphere
where some may do homework.
"Places like Starbucks only
offer coffee," said Kanon. "We
have to offer more."
Maxwells, which has been
open since 1995, even offers
some beers and liquor. The biggest seller, according to Kanon,
is the Rueben sandwich. I le also
takes pride in the restaurant's
low prices, saying that you can
get bottles of beer for only SI.
Outside on the patio, guests
are encouraged to smoke hookah while listening to some
local bands and open-mic
nights which happen every few
weeks.
Sophomore, lacob McClary
complimented the restaurant's

CHICKEN
From Page 8
violent and vulgar stop motion
animation.
Pop culture is the prime target of Green's creation here, and
viewers can see everything from
Sylvester the Cat keeping out illegal immigrant Speedy Gonzales
to an extremely uncomfortable
dinner meeting between Han
Solo, Undo Calrissian, Darth
Vadcr and Boba Fett.
Maybe only nerds can appreciate all the references the show
makes, but it is full of them. The
genius of "Robot Chicken" is not
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through my brain..."

"I genuinely like smoking
it, not just [because] it's
the cool thing right
now or anything."

South Side Six, which is found
just off campus on Main Street,
sells charcoal, tobaccos and a
wide range of flavors of hookahs.
For $29.99. studentscan purchase
a hookah with flavors ranging
from double apple, berries and
orange, and from there, favorites
can be decided.
Sophomore Austin Ulcn's
favorite flavor is strawberry, Matt
Dittoe, sophomore, likes double
apple, but insists on vanilla and
lemon-lime, sophomore lacob
McClary agreed that double apple
was the best and Megan Toomcy,
sophomore, swears to grape as
well.
"I genuinely like smoking it, not
just [because] it's the cool thing
right now or anything," Dittoe
said. "1 think it tastes good, it's fun
to hang out and smoke it, it's not
expensive and not addictive."
But some students may want
to be cautious with hookah on
campus.
"I remember during freshman
year, when Ifriends and II would
be out in the grass between the
quads enjoying a hookah session
and people would be asking if
it was a bong," Bruggeman said.
"One time we had campus police
come investigate us."
"Now that more people are
seeing that it is not doing drugs,
it has become more lax," he
added. "I hope Bowling Green
will someday get a hookah bar,
either on campusor off. Itwould
thrive."

"Maybe only nerds
can appreciate all the
references the show makes,
but it is full of them."
Kyle Schmidlin | Pulse Reporter

so much the humor itself, which
is usually low-brow, but the sheer
amount of references made is
incredible. The juvenile humor
masks a certain intelligence,
and with all the bonus features
included on the set, it is highly
recommended.
GradtrA
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UNSOLVED MYSTERIES: A o,iant orb hovers over reporter Alissa O'Neill as she tagged
along on an investigation with (he Toledo Ghost Hunters Society.

four cameras, listen to the EVP
recordingsand look through the
pictures. The pictures include
one of myself with the light orb
above my head, and also one
of Rachel in the basement with
a shadowy figure behind her.
A sound clip from one of the
EVP's even sounds as if there is
a girl singing what sounds like T
hate you'.
Could you say I believe inghosts
now? I might not go that far, but 1
definitely can no longer dismiss
some sort of spiritual presences
as merely things of fantasies and
Hollywood. 1 can tell you one
thingforsurethough, I will not be
venturing into any ghost hunting
on my own anytime soon.

would fluctuate on Harold's
command. My head felt an
intense pressure upon entering the guest bedroom and the
downstairs computer room, as
did Harold's, and liutch's dousing rods were moving on command, even when he asked the
spirit to move the rod toward
Rachel.
After spending almost three
hours in the house, we had
not seen any apparitions nor
had we convinced the spirit to
knock or move anything in the
house. This did not calm Beth's
nerves at all.
Harold said it would take a
while for him to sit down and
watch the video feed from all
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SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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1 DAVID ARCHULETA
•"CRUSH"
2.C0LDPLAY--VIVALA
VIDA"
3 J0RDIN SPARKS ONE
STEP AT A TIME"
4. TAYLOR SWIFT "LOVE
STORY"
5. CARRIE UNDERWOOD
-"AMERICAN GIRL"

Ashley Richards

ve
Patricia Donnelly

Iowa duo writes survival
guide for indie bands
ByJarrattHothan
TheDaJy lowar

life would be much simpler if
there was a survival guide for
everything. I'm talking about a
book for every problem relating
to relationships, breakfast, and
graduation, among other everyday tricky- to- navigate realms.
Fortunately for aspiring rockers, University of Iowa graduates
Randy Chertkow and Jason
Feehan have you covered. The
duo penned "The Indie Band
Survival Guide" — released on
St. Martin's Griffin in August — a
thorough manual for musicians
looking to make noise on their
own terms.
"Things that used to be gated
off as far as creativity — music,
film, writing—are now easy to do
yourself." Chertkow said. "As far
as music, people tend to internalize a major label's business model
as the way to approach a career.
You don't have to do everything.
You do what you feel comfortable
with."
Returning to Iowa City to attend
a yearly science-fiction convention over Halloween weekend,
Chertkow was glad to l>e back
in town. A lifelong music fan
and saxophone player, the 1993
grad majored in business during
his tenure at the Ul. He formed
the band Beatnik Turtle with his
friends in his native Chicago in
1997, and he has played with the
group ever since.
These trials and tribulations
that come with being in a band
gave him an idea, something that
could help other musicians in the
same position.
"Throughout all of this time, we

were solving all of the problems
ourselves, no label." Chertkow
said. "As a band, you have a huge
list of problems to overcome to be
successful, whether it's album art
or copyright issues. We put something up on our band's Web site to
talk about what we've learned."
The advice was well-received
by Internet visitors, so Chertkow
and bandmate I whan spent
the next two years constnicting
a 50,000-word. 101-page guide.
They put the guide online in PDF
format, and tens of thousands of
readers downloaded it immediately. Soon, Billboard contacted
the duo far a feature article, exposure thai eventually led to a book
deal.
"The very best advice books
come from people who have
actually done it." Chertkow said.
"Instead of guessing, it's an area
we actually solved. We just did a
little more research to completely
cover the topic. Just because we
had a solution doesn't mean it
would work for everybody."
The took received rave
reviews. The concepts touched
on in their previous projects
were expanded and further
detailed. Both authors have
law and technology backgrounds, which aided them
in explaining some of the
more complicated parts of
the music business, including licensing, video and audio
files, and copyrights. The business background is hardly
overbearing to read, adding
savvy and smarts to the fun of
being in a band.
Talcing musical matters into
your own hands makes sense
in our contemporary climate.

Being single and pregnant
is tough

Now Leasing for
Second Semester!
Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St.
Charlestown Apts.
710Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

Am
agement
1,2,3 bedrooms
and up available!

Houses Available close to campus!
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Mat! Dilioe | Sophomore
"chill" atmosphere.
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Alssa O'Neill | Pulse Reporter

A little later. Rachel and Butch
did an EVP in the master bedroom while Harold and I went
with Beth and her sister into the
living room to take pictures and
temperature readings. Harold
was across the room snapping
pictures when all of a sudden he
told me not to move.
1 wouldn't have been able to
even if I had tried. Every clip
from the select few scary movies I had seen started running
through my brain and I was terrified. Harold snapped a second
photo and then calmly told me
to remind him to show me the
picture later. An enormous orb
of light had settled above my
head. I le was right to wait to tell
me that.
The odd occurrences kept
coming. Cameras with fully
charged batteries would shut
off after only ten minutes of use.
When Butch decided to provoke
the spirits his arm was grabbed
in the upstairs hallway. The
guest bedroom, where an EMF
spike had been discovered, was
freezing and the temperature

8
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WHAT TO DO
IN TOWN
Five by Ives
Today, tomorrow and
Sunday at the Joe E.

A cloud of
hookah smoke
covers campus

After Halloween, one Pulse
e^rter became a ghosthunter

Brown Theatre, see the
presentation of quirky
one-act plays by awardwinning playwright David
Ives. Five comedies from
the collection "All in
the Timing" and "Mere
Mortals" will be
performed.

Double Reed
Madness
Tomorrow at 11 a.m. in
the Bryan Recital Hall,
the Univensty's College
of Musical Arts will host
its second Young Peoples
Concert of the season.
Participants will be able to
view unique instruments
up close. Admission is $1
for children and $2 for
adults.

TOLEDO
Grand Buffet
Today at 9 p.m. at
Frankie's Inner City, rap

By Matt Liaue

ByAlif.aONeiil

Pulse Reporter

Pulse Reporter.

When I was younger I loved the movie "Ghost
and in fact, I still do. But as I grew up i quickly dl
ered things of a scary nature were not something I
could handle well. Scary movies, haunted houses, t*
scare the living daylights out of me. So when 1 told my
friends that 1 had accepted an assignment sending me
on a real-life ghost investigation, they were surprised
to say the least. I, on the other hand, could not wait to
become a ghostbuster.

Light it up, watch it blaze, take
a puff and pass it over. The
University's campus is becoming
smoke-filled, and it's legal.
Hookah is a growing social
activity among college students.
Students attending the University
are trading in the dance floors
of Sky Bar and Uptown in order
to enjoy a nice night staying in
around their favorite MiddleEastern water pipe. This pipe,
known as hookah, is a legal choice
for students looking for a night of
relaxation and socializing.
According to hookahcompany.
com. the hookah pipe originated
from the western parts of India
and borders of Pakistan. Early
hookah pipes were made from
coconut shell bases attached to
long tubes. Al the end of the tube,
a head is attached designed for
inhaling the smoke. In the begin
ning times, they were designed to
smoke opium and hashish, some
Arabic drugs.
These days, these pipes are used
for smoking tobacco that
comes in many flavors;
a step above the common ciga ret tes smoked
between classes.
"I like |it| because il
offers me a way to relax,''
said former University
student Matt Bruggeman.
"It is a safer alternative
than slamming beers or
doing random drugs. It
helps calm me down and

Even though I could not wail to don a khaki jumpsuit
and ghostbusting backpack, I was still a little apprehensive. When my friend Rachel and i met Harold St.
11 ih ii and Butch I run. co-founders of the Toledo Ghost
Hunters Society, we were reassured to find out they
were not looking to encounter any evil spirits either. We
breathed a sigh of relief when Butch told us his motto;
"When In doubt, get the hell out." We could handle
that.
Harold and Butch took us to a house belonging to
a friend of theirs where the investigation was to take
place. We met with the homeowners, Todd and Beth,
who gave us a rundown of everything that had been
occurring In their home.
A shadowy figure had been seen in the upstairs hallway, Todd had the feeling of being paralyzed in bed and
the glowing head of a Civil War soldier had been seen
floating above Beth's head while she slept.
Harold and Butch took Rachel and Ion a preliminary
See SPOOKY 11

See HOOKAH! Page 9

group Grand Buffet will
perform along with Seven
Chakraz. Admission is $10.
and individuals 18 and
over are welcome. Call

,/

CJ*

419-695-5300 for more
information.

Fresh faces of BGSU set to shine in
Newcomers Showcase this weekend
By Chad Meredith
Theatre Critic

Arts of Fire
This weekend at the
Toledo Museum of Art.
explore a hot new installation in the Glass Pavilion
The works of glass, metal
and ceramic demonstrate
how artists use heat and
transform "molten" into
"marvelous."

ELSEWHERE
Maumee
Tomorrow at 7 p.m. at the
Maumme Indoor Theater,
enjoy an evening of
storytelling from
storytellers who leave the
audience lighthearted with
a new appreciation for
the power of stories. Call
419-897-8901 for more
informaton.

Bryan
Today from 7 -11 p.m. at
the Orchard Hills Country

This weekend, freshmen students will perform this year's
annual Newcomers Showcase:
"Live by Ives."
Performances will be at 8 p.m.
today and tomorrow, and at 2
p.m. tomorrow and Sunday at
the Joe L. Brown Theatre. The
production is made up of five
one act plays, all by award-winning playwright David Ives. They
are directed by two second-year
Master students and a senior
theatre major. Since the cast is
made up of freshmen students,
there should be quite an array of
entertaining talent debuts from
the entire cast.
The first play, "lime Files," is
about two young mayflies that
are on a first date and experience "first date jitters." The
second play, "Variations on the
Death of Trotsky" is a hilarious look at the final day of the
famous former President of the
Soviet Union, Leon Trotsky. The
third play, "Mere Mortals." is
about "everyday loes" with not
so-everyday pasts, leading us to
wonder about who these characters are. The following play
"Universal language," is about
two lonely hearts who find each
other through a unique language. The final play, "Words,

R0TTENT0MAT0E5C0M
THE ODD COUPLE:
stocyof Zack and Mm that balances launc'i,

Zackand Min bare skin
with charm and humor in
new Kevin Smith comedy
By Aaron Helf ferich
CntK
It

PHOTO PROVIDED
SWEPT AWAY: Nick Hc-lser. center, as Ramone puts the moves on tun Bolyard. rigl I
Mrs Trotsky to the distress of Michael Stults. loft, as Leon Trotsky.

Words, Words'' dares tti ask: Can
three typing monkeys, if given
enough time, eventually write
Hamlet? These plays should
deliu'r plenty (it laughs, since,
according to one of the directors,
Andic Markijohn. all of these pieces include smart htiiiinr and clever
ness, considering that David Kesis

"reallygood with playson words."
The characters should also
he quite amusing, since, accord
ing to Markijohn. the audience
will "immediate!) recognize and
understand them." in regards to
appropriate age groups of audience
members, Markijohn rates I lucontent I'd.

Club, attend the Third
Annual Wine Tasting
Event, sampling fine wines

Animation sparks appeal for Adult Swim fanatics

from around the world.
Call 419-636-2247 for
more information.

THEY SAID IT
"The internet is a
great way to get on
the net."

- Bob Dole

By Kyle Schmidlin

Pulse Reporter
Seth Green's Adult Swim cartoon "Robot Chicken" doesn't get
nearly the credit it deserves.
Season 3 of the program,
released on Oct. 7, contains boatloads of extras, including deleted
scenes never used in the shows,
and delete "animatics" which are
essentially storyboardsthat never
actually went into production.
Both discs also contain 10 episodes, each at about 11 minutes
long. Every episode also features
commentary from various mem-

bers of the" Robot Chicken" crew,
and perhaps best of all, each
episode is entirely tmcensored.
Treasures the viewer can't experience on (iirttion Network include
f-hombs and full-frontal nudity
(see the episode "Bionic Cow").
The program itself is almost
certainly an acquired taste. What
appears to be a purposeless
sequence of random, chaotic,
violent and vulgar stop motion
animation is actually a purposeful sequence of random, chaotic,
See CHICKEN | Page 9

may

Letter Grade:

Rated R

be one of the most

whimsical film titles to hit the
Hollywood screens, but "Zack
and Miri Make a Porno" marks
Kevin. Smith's long awaited
return to comedy in familiar
raunchy lot in. While a I Mm about
pornography is -me to have itlair share ol bare skin, this so
called porno lets a ma|iuil\ ol
the story unfold with the humor
surrounding its title characters.
Zack and \iiri (Seth Roger
and I lizabeth Hanks have been
buddies since high school. As
they have continued to live out
their day to day routine, their
current situation of unpaid
bills finds them in an apart
menl with no heat, no water
and no electricity. It isn't until
the] return to their high school
reunion where they meet lootball star turned male pornstar,
Hobby Long [Brandon Routhj
and bis piiiilucer/lovei Brandon
Ilusiin Long) when Zack discovers it cure for their financial
crisis. By following the success
of his fellow entrepreneurs,/ack
convinces Miri and a team of
misfit low-lifcs that the key to
financial success is in an abandonment of dignity and an
abundance of sex on camera.
Since Kevin Smith is working
from a distinct brand of raunchy
comedy, not all standards are
met in this outing. While it may

•;

i including
lity and

Runtime:
Starring:
lanks, Seth
Rogen. Craig Robinson and
Directed by: Kevin Smith

mil be a personal success lui
Smith, there's slill enough wil
and character to keep tins story

movingalong. Instead of being a
film that's strictly using nudity
as ti selling point, the characters
of Zack and Miri cany a significant story when their endeavor
prompts a discovery of emotions towards each other. Even
with scene stealing moments
between Brandon Routh and
lusiin Long, this potentially
disastrous film was saved by a
charming cast rather than sex
appeal.
With the help ol Hanks and
Rogen. Kevin Smith has brought
something to the porn business
that it has long been criticized
for dismissing: chemistry. I ven
though the presumed charisma
in the porn industry is something vastly different than the
charisma seen in Hollywood
films, "/ack and Miri Make a
Porno" is definitive proof that
even the most blatantly uninspiring stories can he made
tinique and relevant through the
genuineness of its characters.
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SPOOKY

"Every clip from the

From Page 8

select few scary movies I

run-through of the house to take
pictures, temperature readings

had seen started running

and electromagnetic field (l-All)
readings in every room.
Afier doing the run-through.
1 larold and I went with Belli into
die master bedroom to record
an electronic voice phenomena
(EVP) which would allow us lo
hear the spirit's voice. At this
point, I was skeptical. We had
walked through the house and
announced ourselves, making
sure whatever was in there knew
we were not there to harm them.
So far though nothing had happened.

through my brain..."

Beth sat on the bed with a
bloodstone, which spins when
an energy source is produced
around it, and began talking to
her deceased brother and sisterin-law whom she believed to be
the presence.
I larold started to gel excited,
and when he had me lake the
video camera, 1 saw why. Not
only was the bloodstone spinningin a circular motion without
Beth moving it, hut there were
orbs of lighl bouncing around
the bed where she was silling.
I started to lose a little hit of my
skepticism, especially when we

off after only ten minutes of use.

found out later the lights could
not have been car headlights like

we thought.

freezing and the temperature

From Page 8
makes my day mellow."
Bruggeman added, "Il is not
just smoking flavors; it is more
of a thing thai you would typically do with beers, wines or
cigars. You take it in, get all the
flavors and enjoyment out of it,
land] then repeal."
Surrounding places offer
students a place to go to enjoy
hookah with oilier students
with a common interest for the
activity.
Maxwells Brew on West
Bancroft Street in Toledo
(|USl one block away from I he
University of Toledo) isa restaurant thai invites customers lo sil
on ihe outside patio and smoke
from their hookah pipes. I he
restaurant offers plenty of coffee brews (including ihe famous
candy bar drinks,) a menu of deli
sandwiches, burgers, soups and

other miscellaneous appetizers,
all on top of nights revolving
around live music. The owner
of Maxwells. Eddie kanon. also
promises a calm atmosphere
where some may do homework.
"Places like Starbucks only
offer coffee," said Kanon. "We
have to offer more."
Maxwells, which has been
open since 1995. even offers
some beers and liquor. The biggest seller, according lo Kanon,
is the Ruehen sandwich. I lealso
takes pride in the restaurant's
low prins. saying thai you can
get bottles of beer for only SI.
Outside on the patio, guests
are encouraged lo smoke hookah while listening lo some
local bands and open in Ic
nights which happen every lew
weeks.
Sophomore, lacoh M< Clary
complimented the restaurant's

CHICKEN
From Page 8
violent and vulgar slop million
animation.
I'op culture is the prime tar
get of Circuit's creation here, and
viewers can see everything from
Sylvester the tat keeping out illegal immigrant Speedy Gonzales
to an extremely uncomfortable
dinner meeting between Han

Solo. Lando Calrissian, Darth
Vaderand Koba Felt.
Maybe only nerds can appreciate all the references ihe show
makes, but il is full of them.The
genius of "Robot Chicken" is not

"I genuinely like smoking
it. not just [because] its
the cool thing right
now or anything."

Charlestown Apts.
710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scon Hamilton
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"chill" atmosphere.
South Side Six, which is found
just off campus on Main Street,
sells charcoal, tobaccos and a
wide range of flavors of hookahs.

2
PHOIO PROVIDED

UNSOLVED MYSTERIES: •'• |iant orb hovers over reporter Ahssa O'Neill as she tagged
along on an irnestigatton with the Toledo Ghost Hunters Society
would fluctuate on Harold's
command. My head fell an
intense pressure upon enter
ing the guest bedroom and the
downstairs computer room, as
did Harold's, and Dutch's dousing rods were moving on command, even when he asked the
spirit to move the rod toward

Rachel.
After spending almost three
hours in the house, we had
not seen any apparitions nor
had we convinced the spirit lo
knock or move anything in the
house. This did mil calm Brills
nerves al all.
Harold said it would take a
while for him lo sil down and
Watch the video feed from all

"Maybe only nerds
can appreciate all the
references the show makes,
but it is full of them."
. I'.e Reporter
so much the humor itself, which
is usually low-brow, but the sheer
amount of references made is
incredible. The juvenile humor
masks a certain intelligence,
and with all the bonus features
included on the set. it is highly
recommended.
Grade: A
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and up available!

Houses Available close to campus!
Call to make an appointment today!
Mid Am Management
641 Third C4 BG
3524380
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recordings and look through the
pictures. The pictures include
one ol myself with the light orb
above my head, and also one
of Rachel in the basement with
a shadowy figure behind her.
A sound clip from one of the
EVP's even sounds as il there is
a girl singing what sounds like T
hale you'.
Could you say Ihelieveinghosts
now? I might not go thai far, hut I
definitely can no longer dismiss
some soi I of spiritual presences
as merely things of fantasies and
Hollywood. I can tell you one
thing for sure though. I will not be
venturing into any ghost hunting
on m\ own anytime soon.
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Iowa duo writes survival
guide for indie bands

I DAVID ARCHULETA
VIVA LA
ONE

By Jan-en Hotlun

STEP AT A TIME"
4 TAYLOR SWIFT "LOVE
ST0RY"

SINGER. I'D MARRY DAVID
ARCHULETA."
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What are you listening to on
your music player?

"I'M A POP AND
COUNTRY FANATIC, AND

3

four cameras, listen to the EVP

CARRIE UNDERWOOD

- "AMERICAN GIRL"

he winners of last week's perfect
pumpkin contest are:
Ashley Richards

come investigate us."
"Now that more people are
seeing that il is not doing drugs,
it has become more lax," he
added. "I hope Bowling Green
will someday gel a hookah bar,
eil her on campusoroff.il would
thrive."

6

ON THE RECORD

For $29.99, students can purchase
a hookah with flavors ranging
from double apple, berries and
orange, and from there, favorites
i,in be decided.
Sophomore Austin
Ulen's
favorite flavor is strawberry, Man
Dilloe, sophomore, likes double
apple, hut insists on vanilla and
lemon-lime, sophomore lacoh
N IcClary agreed that double apple
was the best and Megan Tourney,
sophomore, swears to grape as
well.
"I genuinely like smoking il, not
just |because| it's the cool thing
right now or anything," Dittoe
said. "I think it tastes good, it's fun
lo hang out and smoke it. it's not
expensive and not addictive."
But some students may want
to be cautious with hookah on
campus.
"I remember during freshman
year, when Ifriends and I would
he out in the grass between the
quads enjoying a hookah session
and people would he asking if
il was a bong," Bruggeman said.
"One lime we had campus police

2

7

Sophomore

Now Leasing for
Second Semester!
Mid Am Manor
541 Third St.
^
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St
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4
A little later. Rachel and Butch
did an EVP in the master bedroom while I larold and I went
with Belli and her sister into the
living room to take pictures and
temperature readings. Harold
was across the room snapping
pictures when all of a sudden he
told me not to move.
I wouldn't have been able lo
even if I had tried. Every clip
from the select lew scary movies I had seen siarted running
through my brain and I was terrified. Harold snapped a second
photo and ihen calmly told me
lo remind him lo show me the
picture later. An enormous orb
of light had settled above my
head. I le was right lo wait lo tell
me that.
The odd occurrences kept
coming. Cameras with fully
charged batteries would shut
When Butch decided lo provoke
the spirits his arm was grabbed
in the upstairs hallway. The
guesl bedroom, where an BMP
spike had been discovered, was

HOOKAH
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Patricia Donnelly

life would lx' much simpler it
then' was a survival guide lor
everything. I'm talking about a
book for every problem relating
tt> relationships, breakfast, and
graduation, among other everyday Iricky-lo-navigatc realms.
Fortunately for aspiring rock
crs. University of lovvagraduates
Randy Cbertkow and lason
lit'han have you covered. The
duo penned "Ihe Indie band
Survival Guide" — released on
St. Martin's (iriffin in August — a
thorough manual for musicians
looking to make noise on their
own terms.
Things that used to lie gated
off as far as creativity — music
film,writing
are now easy todo
yourself," ('.hertkovv said As far
as music, people tend to intemalizea major lalxT's business model
as tile way to approach a career.
You don't have to do everything.
You do what you feel comfortable
with."
Returning tofcwa QtytO attend
a yearly science-fiction convention over Halloween weekend.
Cbertkow was glad to he hack
in town. A lifelong music fan
and saxophone player, the 1993
grad majored in business during
his tenure at the 111. lie formed
the hand Beatnik Turtle with his
friends in his native Chicago in
1997, and he has played with the
group ever si nee.
These trials and tribulations
that come with being in a hand
gave him an idea, something that
could help other musicians in the
same position.
"Throughout all of this time, we

were solving all ol the problems
ourselves, no label," Cbertkow
said. "Asa band, you have a huge
list of problems t< > ov ercome to be

successful, whether its album an
or copyright issues. We put something up on our bands Web she to
talk about what we've learned."
I he advice was well-received
by Internet visitors, so ('.hertkovv

and bandmate Feehan spent
the next two years constructing
a 50.000-wota, 101-page guide
They put the guide online in I'DI
format, and lens of thousands of
readers downloaded il immediately Soon. Billboard contacted

the duo for a feature article, exposure thai eventually led to a hook
deal
"The very In-st advice books
come from people who have
actually done it." Chertkou said.
"Instead of guessing, it's an area
we actually solved. We just did a
little more research to completer)
covet the topic, lust because we
had a solution doesn't mean it
would work for everybody."
Ihe book received rave
reviews. The concepts touched
on in their previous projects
were expanded and further
detailed, both authors have
law and technology backgrounds, which aided them
in explaining some of the
note complicated parts of
tin.' music business, including licensing, video and audio
flit's, and copyrights. The business background is hardly
overbearing to read, adding
sawy and smarts to the tun ol
being in a band.
Taking musical matters into
your own hands makes sense
in our contemporary climate.

Being single and pregnant
is tough

getting help isn't
419-354-4673
www.bgpc.org
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www.knowledge is empowering.com
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INDECISION: U.S. Senate candidates Sen. Norm Coleman. RMinn. lelt. and Independent candidate Dean Barkley. center, listen as
Democratic candidate Al Franken makes a pant during the final debate hosted by Minnesota Public Radio. Sunday evening..

Recount leaves Minnesota
Senate seat up for grabs
By Brian Bakst
The Associated Press

ST. PAUL, Minn. -- One Senate
candidate says the voters have
spoken. The other says the electorate still needs to be heard.
In the end, experts say, it
could be the courts or even the
Senate that speaks the loudest on Minnesota's unsettled
Senate race.
While the race is headed
for an automatic recount,

Republican Sen. Norm Coleman
and Democratic challenger Al
Franken have other options to
alter the outcome.
The recount is due to start
once results are made official
Nov. 18, and it could take weeks.
Coleman clung to a 342-vote
lead, out of nearly 2.9 million
votes cast, as election officials
around theslatedouble-checked
their reports.
After a recount, the candidates or any eligible voter can

Sales expected to fall
through holiday season
By Anna D'lnnoctnzio
The Associated Press

NEW YORK — Retailers suffered
through the weakest October in
at least 39 years, despite frenzied
price cutting as they desperately
try to pull in consumers who are
too worried about their finances
to shop.
The sales tallies from major
retailers yesterday — many
showing declines of 10 percent or more — suggests that
shoppers will remain skittish
through the holiday season,
buying presents for children
but not much else.
"There was every reason for
consumers not to shop," said
Walter Loeb, a New York-based
retail consultant. "Layoffs are
rising, the stock market is tumbling. Consumers are feeling
poorer."
One of the few bright spots
was Wal-Mart Stores Inc., whose
results show how much frugal consumers are focusing on
necessities. The world's largest retailer also said it will cut
prices on items from toys to laptops over the next seven weeks.
Department store J.C.Penney
Co. is also offering extended
hours and markdowns of up to
60 percent this weekend.
The stunning and rare drop
in sales last month, following an
al ready weak September, showed
the toll the financial crisis is taking on all shoppers, from teens to
the affluent, and analysts expect
no recover)' until at least the second half of 2009.
Not even receding gas prices — their rise a cause of angst
for shoppers just a few months
ago — are expected to provide
much relief for the holidays as
consumers fixate on shriveling
retirement funds and job security amid widespread layoffs. The
number of people continuing to

receive jobless benefits reached
its highest level in more than 25
years, according to government
figures released yesterday.
All of that is fueling more concern about the retail industry,
which is expected to report its
sixth consecutive quarter of
profit declines when it reports
third-quarter results this month.
A growing number of merchants
are facing a do-or-dic holiday
season, having already seen
competitors like Mervyns I.LC
and Linens 'N Things forced to
liquidate.
Loeb now predicts that total
retail sales for the NovemberDecember period could drop
1 percent, compared with his
original growth estimate of 0.5
percent. That would be the worst
performance he's seen since at
least the 1970s.
He says shoppers may focus on
buying presents for children and
skimp for most everyone else.
Michael P Niemira, chief
economist at the International
Council of Shopping Centers,
described October's performance
as "awful."
"This reflects the severity of the
current financial crisis," he said.
According to the 1CSCGoldman Sachs index, sales fell
0.9 percent, the weakest October
performance since at least 1969
when the index began. That
compares to a 1 percent gain in
September and is well below the
1.8 percent average pace so far
this fiscal year, which for retailers begins in February. Niemira
said October's decline is the first
non-Easter related drop since at
least 1986.
Excluding Wal-Mart, the
October sales number was
down 4.6 percent. The index is
based on same-store sales, or
sales at stores opened at least a
year, which are considered a key
indicator of a retailer's heiilth.
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head to court to challenge how
the election was conducted
or the votes were tallied. The
Minnesota law spelling out the
contest raises the possibility of
Senate involvement.
"Idon'tthinkthereisanypossibility it will be simply a recount,''
said Hamline University law
professor loseph Daly. "It is destined for the courthouse and
ultimately it is destined for the
United States Senate based on
this law.
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Math proof letters
Tritons' sch.
Preoccupy completely
Verse starter?
Lanai neighbor
Having a tapering end
Upper limb
Tournament passes
Matriculate
Feeling okay?
Luke's Jedi mentor
Old-time Olds
Fuss
Understands
Occasionally
Glum drop
Like a matinee idol
Like nostalgic fashions
Watch pocket
Remove from packaging
Canadian capital
Linguist Chomsky

"
■•

I Cape Cod clam
2 Don vestments
3 Chowderhead
4 Eclipse shadow
5 Hot pepper
6 Mutton fat
7 Menu entree
8 Unrestricted
9 Beatnik instrument
10 British knights
II British musician Brian
12 MO town
13 Part ot a wd.
21 Sounds of disappointment
22 Pension $
25 Pequod captain
26 Preview tape
27 Cameo stone
30 Doofus
31 Injustice
32 Bo's number
33 Brownstone. perhaps
35 Steals from
36 French 101 verb
37 Roof with removable
panels

Rolling Stones hit
Key with 3 sharps
Aug. follower
QVC rival
Court decree
Farmers' outing contest
»1 hit by the Fleetwoods
Purim's month
Exist
String of words
Soda brand
Hair stiftener
Charlotte pro
C. Everett _
Snaky letter

BELLYDANCE in BG.
Unveil your inner beauty! Have lun
while you improve your fitness! All
ages & sizes of bellies are welcome
Beginner's class Wed. 6pm. 6 wk
session. Nov 12 -Dec 17. Student
discount avail. Call 419-217-6690
or visit www.laurashakti.com

\

™« DM6UV€RV
$b.50 Minimum

203 N. Main
Open Weekdays 4P.M.

352-5166

SEMESU* LEASES
MWWMLABIEFOR
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GREENBRIAR, INC
419-352-0717
445 E. WOOSTER
^greenbriarrentals.com
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our coupon menu at
isanellos.com

• Lunch Fn • Sill • Sun.

Services Offered

Help Wanted

For Rent

Lock It Up Storage
655 Poe Road
North Baltimore. OH
INATTENTION ATTENTION!!!
Winter Special
50%oft first lull month
Various sizes Available
Call the office at 419-257-2851

Earn extra S, students needed ASAP
Earn up to S150 a day being a
mystery shopper, no exp needed.
Call 1-800-722-4791

have been signing leases 2009-2010
Houses, apts over 3 legally on lease
930 E.Wooster +303 E. Merry=large!
see Cartyrentals.com
or call 419-353-0325 9am -9pm

"Stay Sane and Thrive" Kundalini
YOGA classes reduce & increase
vitality. Certified teacher. Beautiful
studio, new 6 wk series Tuesdays or
Thursdays. 6:30pm-8pm
Nov 11-Dec 18. $90. student
discount avail Call 419-217-6690
or visit www laurashakti.com

Hiring for Western store.
R U interested in fashion design?
If so, contact Kim at
kimberly@thesnootyhorse.com
Make up to $75 per on-line survey.

visit:

For Sale
'93 Pontiac Sunbird convertible,
runs great! $1500.
Call 419-930-7558

Personals

30 People Wanted to Lose Weight.
Up to 30 lbs/30 days, Cash Back
Rewards, 1 on 1 Private Coaching.
Call 419-601-5179.

Direct Care Openings! Wood Lane
Residential Services. Inc. is looking
(or positive, patient people to provide
care to individuals with MR/DD. Will
provide personal care & help w/ daily
living skills. Flexible schedules full lime, pan time, & sub. positions
avail. $8.50 -$t3.l8mr based on
exp Positions require High School
Diploma or GED and valid drivers
license, acceptable driving record
& pre-employment background
screening Obtain application at
Wood County Board of MR/DD,
11160 East Gypsy Lane Rd, BG.
Ent. B, Mon-Fri, 8am-4 30pm
or download application from
esidentiel.org.
E.O.E.

Houses S Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave.
Office hours 10-2, M-F
www.bgapartments com

wwwcashtospend.com

Olingo French: Levels 1-4,
unopened, equiv. to Rosetta Stone
but cheaper! Call 567-204-3230
or e-mail: efisher@bgsu edu
Story & a half house w/ 3 BR.
2 full baths, huge kitchen, gas fireplace in LR. Immaculate, move-in
condition. New price of $114,900.
Seller open to renting
Contact Jo Loe at 419-601 -0492

School 09-'10
3 BR house avail. 8/15/09.
close to campus, off street parking,
washer/dryer. CA, shuttle bus avail.
3 BR house, 6 month lease NOW.
1 room efficiency avail May 16. '09,
off-street parking
1BR efficiency avail August 15. 09.
off-street parking.
Sub-leaser wanted for 1 BR apt.
$395/mo + electric.
Call 567-674-0104
Victorian 2 BR apt, $650/mo + utll.
1 BR in Victorian home. S250/mo
w/util. Call 386-405-3318

For Rent
"1/1/09 -1 or 2 BR apts low as $399,
see Cartyrentals.com
Call419-353-0325 9am.-9pm
3 BR apt above Beckett's in downtown BG, S800/mo Avail Dec or Jan.
Call 419-515-4336.
3 BR house at 317 N Enterprise,
avail. NOW!
1 & 2 BR apts at 800 3rd St.,
Avail in Jan 2009
Call 419-354-9740.
312 N. Enterprise
Clean, 3 Irg bdrm, C/A, all appl. incl
Call 419-352-5882

-0/

; Holiday
^Catering
\ 419:353:2277

832 Third St. 5 Mks from campus
3 BR. 1 bath, fenced in back yard.
Short term lease OK.
$840/mo.+ util. Call 419-392-2812.
Best houses in the MACI
Great locations, nice ammenities.
avail May 09 Call 419-806-4219.

TEXAS HOLD 'EM
TOURNAMENTS

r.A.A.J». A-A-.A. A,A-A-

Management Inc.
mi

Nov 15? and 16?h
Held at the Fraternal Order of Police lodge
located on the Wood County Fairgrounds at
13800 W Poe, Bowling Green. Ohio 43402

ATTENTION BG!

.■,!

PISnN€LLO*SE

Proceeds benefit the Wood County Humane Society

Semester Leases
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STRALGHT YEARS
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W SPECIALS!

VOTED BEST PIZZA

Campus Events

"Ashtanga Yoga Workshop"
to deepen your practice of postures
Sat Nov 8, 9-11am, 520 pre-reg,
$25 at door, Radiance Studio.
437 S. Main, BG. Call 419-217-6690
or email Iaurakshak1i@gmail.com
for more info.
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Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

Services Offered
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IBARTENDING! up to $300/day. No
exp necessary. Training provided.

Spring Break Discounts, Free Travel,
Before Nov. 1st,1-800-426-7710,
www.sunsplashtours.com
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Help Wanted

Travel
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Campus Pollyeyes Visit as at
CampusPollyeyes.com

Housing Fair. November 20
from 10:30am-2:30pm
Lenhart Grand Ballroom

s

38 Lacking expenence
40 Nonvenomous snake
43 Comparable to candy
or kisses
45 Plains tribe
47 Chapel Hill sch.
48 Volcanic dust
49 Desert illusion
50 Portuguese islands
51 Gems
55 Get into your birthday)
suit?
56 Family group
57 Slugger Aaron
58 Logical start?
59 Radar gun meas.
60 Greek letter
61 It's c-c-c-cold!

$50 TOURNAMENTS w/REBUYS:
th

Saturday 15 • Noon and 5pm
Sunday 16th - Noon and 5pm
CASH TABLES OPEN AT 11 AM ■ FOOD AND DRINKS AVAILABLE
MUST BE TO

anolnan ¥aaq ■lamrncaam ■numani

Sponsored by LMARIES Laundromat

Start renting November 10, 2008
lor the 2009/2010 school year.
If paperwork is completed
and lease is signed before
12/21/08 each person's name
will be entered into a drawing for

FREE RENT
for the school year.

www.meccabg.com
Visit our website lor
prices, pholos. & specials!
v

